1/27/22
Board of Health
Called to order 7:00pm

Present: Margaret Mastrangelo, Peter Lore, Susan Mosler, MD

Agenda:
1. Welcome and call to order
2. Minutes from previous meeting accepted: Mosler – yes, Mastrangelo – yes
3. Review and vote on businesses up for permit renewals: Mastrangelo – yes, Mosler – Yes
   a. All permits will be emailed by Peter tomorrow
4. Rapid testing update – Susan will reach out to Alycea about the test
5. Title 5 – Peter received an application for a Title 5 upgrade (with check). Peter will reach out to Greg tomorrow for Greg to review (only one app pending)
6. Nicole Zabko joined the meeting. H/o local public health experience w/the last 10 years as public health director in Greenfield. After Greenfield, she worked for 3.5 years in public health doing consulting & inspections in Northampton, Easthampton. Ms. Zabko spoke to the BoH about the scope of duty and hours required as a health director to help the BoH better quantify the number of hours spent doing the different tasks a/w a health inspector. Margaret will modify the spreadsheet r/t food inspections to reflect the number of hours that are typically spent on initial inspections and follow-up inspections. In addition, she will reach out to HR to get a copy of the MA Benchmarks to compare Hadley to other towns with similar number of restaurants/businesses.
7. Update on Title 5/perc tests: Peter will check w/accounting to find out the number of hours R. Wilga spent on overseeing Perc tests for 2021. Additionally, he’ll talk to Greg Mish to get an idea on the number of hours spent on approving Title 5 plans.
8. Update on CAP & Water testing: Margaret reported on her meeting w/CPC on Monday about getting an extension on the money CPC gave the BoH to conduct testing. The BoH has received a 1 year extension to use ~$1,220 or return to the CPC
9. Mask mandate extended for 1 month d/t Hampshire county remaining in the high risk category as/the CDC. Once the county is downgraded to moderate risk, the mask mandate will be removed. Review in 1 month.

Meeting adjourned 8:10pm
Next meeting: Feb. 17, 2021 via Zoom 7:00 pm